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ABSTRACT
We present 12CO, 13CO, & C18O data as the next major release for the CHaMP project, an unbiased
sample of Galactic molecular clouds in l = 280◦–300◦. From a radiative transfer analysis, we self-
consistently compute 3D cubes of optical depth, excitation temperature, and column density for ∼300
massive clumps, and update the I12CO-dependent CO→H2 conversion law of Barnes et al. (2015). For
N ∝ Ip, we find p = 1.92±0.05 for the velocity-resolved conversion law aggregated over all clumps.
A practical, integrated conversion law is N12CO = (4.0±0.3)×1019m−2 I12CO1.27±0.02, confirming an
overall 2× higher total molecular mass for Milky Way clouds, compared to the standard X factor.
We use these laws to compare the kinematics of clump interiors with their foreground 12CO en-
velopes, and find evidence that most clumps are not dynamically uniform: irregular portions seem
to be either slowly accreting onto the interiors, or dispersing from them. We compute the spatially-
resolved mass accretion/dispersal rate across all clumps, and map the local flow timescale. While
these flows are not clearly correlated with clump structures, the inferred accretion rate is a statisti-
cally strong function of the local mass surface density Σ, suggesting near-exponential growth or loss of
mass over effective timescales ∼30–50 Myr. At high enough Σ, accretion dominates, suggesting gravity
plays an important role in both processes. If confirmed by numerical simulations, this sedimentation
picture would support arguments for long clump lifetimes mediated by pressure confinement, with a
terminal crescendo of star formation, suggesting a resolution to the 40-yr-old puzzle of the dynamical
state of molecular clouds and their low star formation efficiency.
Subject headings: ISM: kinematics and dynamics — ISM: molecules — radio lines: ISM — stars:
formation — astrochemistry
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origin, lifetimes, and star-forming
efficiencies of molecular clouds in gas-rich galaxies is of
crucial importance for understanding our cosmic origins.
Despite more than four decades of work on this subject,
the physical processes that drive molecular cloud evo-
lution, and the initial conditions leading to star forma-
tion, are still widely debated. Outstanding issues include
the timescale for conversion of atomic to molecular hy-
drogen (e.g., Glover & Mac Low 2007a,b; Bialy et al.
2015; Kobayashi et al. 2018), and whether the kinemat-
ics of cloud formation are dominated by bulk gas flow
(usually suggesting shorter evolutionary timescales) or
quasi-static turbulence (typically accompanied by longer
timescales) (McKee & Ostriker 2007; Padoan et al. 2014).
Also, although CO has long been thought a reliable tracer
of molecular clouds and their dynamics, we now recog-
nise the role of CO-dark gas in the intermediate stages
of molecular cloud formation (Pin˜eda et al. 2013; Smith
et al. 2014; Heiner et al. 2015). Furthermore, recent re-
visions to mass conversion laws also change derived star
formation efficiencies, leading to longer global timescales
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for cloud evolution (Barnes et al. 2015).
Central to many of the above issues is having accu-
rate molecular cloud masses and kinematics available for
study. Large, systematic, and sensitive observational
samples of star-forming clouds are needed, in order to
provide the statistical basis for comparing their physi-
cal properties with analytical theory or numerical sim-
ulations. But until recently, few such surveys existed,
in particular when adding the requirement of high spa-
tial dynamic range, i.e., wide-field (>10 pc) maps with
sub-pc resolution, so that one could examine individ-
ual cluster-forming molecular clumps, while surveying a
large population in their complete environmental setting.
Although the CfA survey of 12CO across the whole Milky
Way (Dame et al. 2001) provided fundamental data on
all Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) in our Galaxy, at 8′
resolution (7 pc at typical distances of 3 kpc) it could not
resolve individual pc-scale clumps.
Studies like the Galactic Ring Survey in 13CO (GRS
Jackson et al. 2006), however, at 0.8′ resolution, could
do so, but dilemmas remained. Even the CfA and GRS
data are in single spectral lines, so analysis of these data
depends on making certain assumptions about the virial
state of clouds, or the excitation and/or opacity of emis-
sion lines, the molecular abundances, and so on. In other
words, the central dilemma is the conversion of emis-
sion measures (whether from molecular spectroscopy or
dust continuum) to masses, since in general emissivity 6=
mass. As a consequence of this conversion problem, sin-
gle tracers are also susceptible to biases in deriving the
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kinematics, dynamics, and evolution of molecular clouds,
since each may emphasise different components of cloud
structure and kinematics, yielding potentially confusing
or conflicting information about cloud physics. These
difficulties propagate into efforts to accurately determine
the connection between the natal gas in star-forming
clouds, and the collective properties of their stellar end-
product. In contrast, the MALT90 survey (Jackson et
al. 2013) solves the single-tracer problem, but does so
only for small maps around the highest column density
submm clumps, even though it covers ∼2,000 of them
throughout the fourth quadrant of the Milky Way. Thus,
MALT90’s deliberate selection bias limits its exposure to
the full range of molecular clump properties.
For these and other reasons, we designed the Galactic
Census of High- and Medium-mass Protostars (CHaMP),
to survey all massive, pc-scale, cluster-forming clumps
within a 20◦×6◦ area of the southern Milky Way, and to
do so in multiple (>30) molecular species at the same res-
olution (0.6′) and line sensitivity (∼0.5 K). CHaMP re-
sults reported previously include the first complete dense
gas data in HCO+ on the molecular clump population of
∼300 clouds in the Nanten Master Catalogue (Barnes et
al. 2011, hereafter Paper I); systematic near-IR broad-
and narrowband imaging of the clumps’ embedded stel-
lar content plus nebular diagnostics (Barnes et al. 2013);
preliminary SED analysis of the clumps’ dust emission
(Ma et al. 2013); and the first analysis of 12CO emis-
sion from the clumps’ embedding envelopes (Barnes et
al. 2016, hereafter Paper III). Paper I found evidence
for long (up to 100 Myr) timescales for clump evolution,
based on the population demographics, supporting sim-
ilar conclusions from an extragalactic setting (Koda et
al. 2009). Paper III provided a physical basis to support
the long lifetime scenario, based on the measured pres-
sure confinement of clumps’ denser interiors by the less
dense but more massive envelopes.
In this paper, we report results and analysis of the
complete iso-CO mapping (i.e., 12CO, 13CO, and C18O)
of the CHaMP clumps (§§2–3). Using these data, we
present a more sensitive analysis of the implied mass
conversion laws first described by Barnes et al. (2015)
as part of the ThrUMMS project (§§4–5). With these
new laws we examine the dynamics and implied evolu-
tion of the massive dense clump population (§6), and for
the first time, may directly measure the timescales as-
sociated with mass accretion and dispersal in the clump
population. For accretion we find that these match well
with the demographically-implied values from Paper I.
We conclude with a discussion comparing these results
with current models (§7).
We also provide complete sets of data products for all
clumps in 4 Appendices, but to illuminate the discus-
sion in the body of the paper, we show either sample
maps/plots of single Regions, or aggregated results. The
organisation of the Appendices by Region is similar to
that in Papers I and III. Appendix A contains the basic
map and line ratio data: 3-colour overlays of both (l,b)
and position-velocity integrated intensities, line ratio di-
agrams, X vs I plots, and derived X maps (see below for
definitions). Appendix B contains integrated or averaged
maps of the four basic radiative transfer quantities, τ12,
Tex, N12CO, and R18. Appendix C shows mass surface
density weighted moment maps of each field, i.e., inte-
grated Σ, VLSR, and σV . Appendix D gives the maps of
momentum, differential envelope motion, mass flux, and
timescales from the dynamical analysis in §6.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The molecular line data were obtained with the Mopra
radio telescope5 during 2004–12, using the standard on-
the-fly (OTF) mapping control software, and the MOPS
digital filterbank. The design and execution of the ob-
servational strategy, data reduction and analysis proce-
dures, and later updates to the processing pipeline and
analysis techniques, were extensively described in Papers
I and III. Briefly, the 2004–07 seasons (Phase I) were
used to make maps of 16 molecular emission lines in
the range 85–93 GHz across ∼30 Regions in the 20◦×6◦
CHaMP survey window. This frequency range captured
simultaneous maps of many standard dense gas tracers
of these Regions, including the HCO+ results reported
in Paper I (physical data on 303 massive pc-scale dense
clumps, based on the prior Nanten Master Catalogue of
209 larger clouds, designated by their “BYF” number).
Each map is of size ∼0.1◦–0.9◦, and covers all molecu-
lar clouds in Vela, Carina, and Centaurus (300◦>l>280◦)
with detectable HCO+ or C18O emission, i.e., all those of
sufficient mass or density to be capable of forming stars.
The 2009–12 seasons (Phase II) saw mapping of these
same Regions at 107–115 GHz, simultaneously in the 3
main CO isotopologues plus 13 more exotic emission
lines. Paper III described the improvements and up-
dates implemented for Phase II via the 12CO results
presented therein, including improved calibration, new
error-correction and mitigation routines for the data
processing, and improved imaging techniques such as
smooth-and-mask (SAM). Readers are referred to Papers
I and III for more details.
Here we present the third major molecular line data
release for CHaMP, the 13CO and C18O maps. The
data processing procedures for these lines are essentially
the same here as for 12CO in Paper III. Due to the si-
multaneity of the Mopra mapping through the MOPS
spectrometer, the data quality in the two new species
presented here is a close match to that in Paper III for
12CO. The only meaningful difference is that, because of
the atmospheric O2 emission, the rms noise levels in the
∼110 GHz data (i.e., for 13CO and C18O) are about 40%
lower than in the 12CO data at 115 GHz, with typical
values of 0.4 K/channel at 110 GHz rather than 0.7 K/ch
at 115 GHz.
The combination of the 3 species means that we can
now perform more advanced analyses than were possible
with the 12CO data alone. We detail these calculations
in the following sections.
3. LINE RATIOS AND RADIATIVE TRANSFER
With emission lines of 3 isotopologues that should have
a close chemical relation to each other, this very rich
data set for a large, unbiased cloud sample allows two
new types of analysis: a full radiative transfer study to
5 The Mopra telescope is part of the Australia Telescope, funded
by the Commonwealth of Australia for operation as a National
Facility managed by CSIRO. The University of New South Wales
Digital Filter Bank used for observations with the Mopra telescope
was provided with support from the Australian Research Council.
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Figure 1. Pseudocolour image of 12CO (red), 13CO (green), and C18O (blue) J=1→0 integrated intensities for the η Carinae GMC, a
mosaic of Regions 11, 10, & 9 from left to right. The location of η Car itself is indicated by the yellow star at l=287.60, b=–0.63. The
ellipses are the same as in the bottom panel. The Mopra HPBW at these frequencies is 37′′ ≈ 0◦.01, shown as a red circle in the TL corner.
?
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derive the total CO mass distribution, and a dynamical
analysis of the clump envelopes relative to their interi-
ors. We begin, however, with composite colour images of
the integrated intensities in the 3 lines, for each Region
and separate velocity component, plus 3-colour overlays
for position-velocity (PV) maps as well. A sample (l,b)
mosaic for Regions 9–11 is shown in Figure 1.
This colour presentation gives us an intuitive feel for
the line ratio analysis to follow. By rendering the 12CO
emission as the red image, 13CO as green, and C18O as
blue, clumps which have a relatively low opacity and/or
high excitation will appear reddish, since in either con-
dition the 12CO line will be significantly brighter than
either the 13CO or C18O lines. In contrast, clumps that
appear bluer or greener than average signify gas where
the 13CO and/or C18O emission is more comparable in
brightness to the 12CO, indicating higher opacity and/or
lower excitation. This is true for both the (l,b) and PV
images. The renderings in these figures are each adjusted
to produce whitish clouds when the line ratios are more
average, I18/I13 ∼ 0.2, I13/I12 ∼ 0.5, although this varies
somewhat from Region to Region (see further below).
From Figure 1, we can clearly see that the central por-
tion of the GMC most closely surrounding η Car and
the various Trumpler clusters (i.e., most of Region 10
and the northern parts of Region 11) has higher exci-
tation (redder colour) that the more distal clumps. We
can also see that clumps BYF 73, 77, and 111 (the bluer
clumps to the E and W) have particularly high opacity,
even compared to their neighbours.
This description is quantified with the same radiative
transfer analysis as performed by Barnes et al. (2015).
The approach is to assume, at each velocity channel and
pixel (i.e., we do this calculation in 3D), that all lines are
formed in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) at
a single excitation temperature Tex. Because of the high
opacity in the 12CO line, Tex is well-traced by the
12CO
brightness temperature:
Tmb = [Sν(Tex)− Sν(Tbg)](1− e−τ ) (1)
≈ (Tex − Tbg) , τ  1 and hν  kT,
where τ is the optical depth in the line, Tmb is the ob-
served main beam brightness temperature corrected for
the relevant antenna efficiencies, Tbg = 2.726 K is the
cosmic background temperature, and the source function
Sν(T ) ≡ hν/k(ehν/kT − 1) at frequency ν, with h and k
as Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants, respectively. We
show the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to S in the sec-
ond version of Eq. (1) for illustrative purposes only: in
all calculations herein, we use the full definition of S. We
also assume that all CHaMP clouds have a single abun-
dance ratio R13 ≡ [12CO]/[13CO] = 60, a number typical
of molecular clouds near the solar circle (Giannetti et al.
2014), including those in the Carina Arm of the Milky
Way. As explained by Barnes et al. (2015), however,
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Figure 2. The iso-CO ratio-ratio diagram (RRD), combining line ratios from the three data cubes for all of Regions 9–11 (covering the η
Car GMC, the same area and 3-colour rendering as appears in Fig. 1). The coloured dots are contoured by voxel incidence at 2,4,8...64, and
overlaid by 2 grids (solid & dotted, labelled by R13) of τ(C18O) and R18 = [13CO]/[C18O] from the radiative transfer analysis, Eqs. 1–6.
the results of the calculations that follow are relatively
insensitive to this assumption; this insensitivity is also
illustrated in Figure 2 (see next) via grids for both R13
= 60 and 40.
The result is that we can evaluate not only the op-
tical depth in all lines at every (l,b,V ) position in the
data cubes, but also the inherent R18 ≡ [13CO]/[C18O]
abundance ratio at every coordinate, via
T13
T12
=
[
S13(Tex)− S13(Tbg)
S12(Tex)− S12(Tbg)
]
1− e−τ13
1− e−R13τ13 , (2)
T18
T13
=
[
S18(Tex)− S18(Tbg)
S13(Tex)− S13(Tbg)
]
1− e−τ18
1− e−τ13 , (3)
τ12 =R13τ13 , and (4)
τ13 =R18τ18 , (5)
where the subscripts 12, 13, and 18 refer to the Tmb, τ ,
and S of the relevant isotopologue. With Tex from Eq. 1,
R13 assumed, and Tbg known, these equations solve for
τ13, τ18, τ12, and R18 in turn. The basic physics is il-
lustrated in what we call the iso-CO ratio-ratio diagram
(RRD): a composite example is given in Figure 2 for all
voxels in Regions 9–11. This diagram can be thought
of analogously to optical and near-IR colour-colour di-
agrams (CCDs) widely used for various diagnostics and
studies of stellar photometry and evolution.
Having solved for the τ and Tex at each voxel in a given
Region, we can then simply evaluate the column density
for any species over the same volume via6
N =
3h
8pi3µ2
Q(Tex)e
Eu/kTex
Ju(ehν/kTex − 1)
∫
τdV , (6)
6 This formula corrects a typographical error from the version
that appears in Paper I.
where µ is the molecule’s dipole moment, Q is the rota-
tional partition function, Eu and Ju are the energy and
quantum number of the upper level of the transition at
frequency ν, and the integral is over each cloud’s emis-
sion profile as a function of velocity V . This expression
can also be evaluated at each channel (or voxel) rather
than as an integral, giving a cube of N in each species
as a function of (l,b,V ). The τ , Tex, R18, and N cubes
can then be processed with the usual moment calcula-
tions, or reprojected into position-velocity diagrams, as
for regular data cubes. Figure 3 gives examples of such
maps, while the same moments for all Regions appear in
Appendix B.
The approach here derives N12CO and N13CO based on
the 12CO and 13CO data, and doesn’t depend on R18
directly. This means that we can solve for R18 indepen-
dently via Eq. 5. Thus, R18 is found to vary widely, by a
factor of >∼20 across the different clumps, even while R13
is assumed not to. The derived R18 variations would
hardly change if we chose different values for R13, but
the latter are unlikely to vary by more than a factor of
2 since almost all clouds (except the farthest) share the
Sun’s Galactocentric distance, R0. Therefore, even con-
sidering only R18, CHaMP delivers an interesting new
result which has consequences for astrochemical models.
The N12CO cubes in particular, being derived directly
from the radiative transfer solutions, are equivalent to
total mass surface density Σmol cubes
7 via
Σmol =NH2 µmol mH (7)
= 1.88 M pc−2 N12CO R12/(1024molec m
−2) ,
where µmol = 2.35 for 9% He by number, mH is the
7 We make a distinction between Σmol defined from N12CO, and
Σ12 defined from I12CO: see §6.1.
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Peak τ12
Peak Tex
∫
N12CO dV
Avg. R18
Figure 3. Sample maps of physical quantities from radiative
transfer analysis (Eqs. 1–6) in Region 26b, as labelled. The 5th
and 6th panels are RGB colour overlays of Tex,N12CO,τ12 and
Tex,R18,τ12 (resp.), highlighting the differences in the spatial dis-
tributions of the 4 quantities.
mass of the H atom, and R12 ≡ [H2]/[12CO] (see §4–§5).
Because they derived from an intrinsic property of the
gas in each cloud, these cubes’ moments will be a truer
representation of the cloud’s physical state than equiva-
lent moments of any individual spectral line’s Tmb cube.
As can be seen by comparing Eqs. 1 and 6, the spec-
tral line cubes give instead moments of the emissivity
of each species, a complex convolution of that line’s op-
tical depth, excitation temperature, and chemistry (via
the abundance) at different velocities, compared to the
different combination of τ and Tex contributing to the
cloud’s actual column density. Our LTE plane-parallel
radiative transfer calculation at least recovers, to first
order and within the limits of the assumptions above,
the actual mass traced by each line.
4. CLUMP MASS DISTRIBUTIONS
With the physical (l,b,V ) cubes from §3, we have an op-
portunity to analyse these in preference to the equivalent
observed data for each of the iso-CO lines. As Figures 1–
2 make clear, the isotopologues have line ratios that vary
markedly with position and velocity. If one is interested
in true mass or velocity distributions, moments of these
emission line cubes will have large inherent biases, com-
pared to the intrinsic column density distribution, due
to the variability in the lines’ optical depth, excitation,
and abundance. With the radiative transfer analysis, we
at least remove these effects to first order, and so the
resulting N12CO (or equivalent Σmol) cubes should give
a much more reliable measure of the true gas column
density distribution and kinematics.
Another important point about this procedure is that
the resulting N or Σ cubes are of very high dynamic
range, with S/N ratios of several hundreds. This comes
about from peeling away layers of optical depth in molec-
ular clouds via the isotopologues’ different opacities. The
12CO maps provide a sensitive measure of column den-
sity even when this is quite low, due to the 12CO’s very
high abundance. Where the 12CO opacity is high (i.e., in
most voxels) and would normally be a heavily saturated
measure of the true mass column, the 13CO and C18O
lines give reasonable measures of the column density.
This is not to suggest that all uncertainties have been
removed: at the very least, the 12CO abundance with
respect to H2 is also likely to vary, possibly by as much
as a factor of 10. For example, astrochemical studies like
that of Gerner et al. (2014) actually show that the typ-
ical range of R12 runs from about 10
4 in hot cores and
near HII regions, to about 105 in dark molecular clouds,
with a median around 3×104 across all environments.
Unless otherwise stated, in this work we assume a stan-
dard value for R12 = 10
4, which means that 12CO → H2
mass conversions will still give a conservative lower limit
to molecular masses, despite our conversion laws driv-
ing these masses up compared to a standard single X
factor (see §5). Using the median value for R12 instead
would give total masses in our maps about 3× larger than
shown in Figures 3 or 4, but the situation is more com-
plex than that, since the actual R12 likely varies with lo-
cation (see §5.3). Similarly, our assumptions of LTE and
a common Tex between the three iso-CO species are likely
to be violated to some degree as well, but our contention
is that such effects will be of second order, compared to
6 Barnes et al.
Figure 4. Sample moment maps of mass surface density (Eq. 7) in Region 9, from left to right: the velocity-integrated total surface
density Σmol, velocity field VLSR, and velocity dispersion σV .
the more dramatic absolute variations in τ and Tex.
We therefore treat the N/Σ cubes as regular data
cubes, insofar as they can be analysed with the same
SAM-based moment calculation techniques as in Barnes
et al. (2015, 2016). Samples of higher N/Σ moment maps
for Region 9 are shown in Figure 4.
5. CONVERSION LAWS
5.1. Overall Pattern and Physical Basis
In the ThrUMMS project, Barnes et al. (2015) first
used those data with the above radiative transfer analy-
sis to examine the relation between the 12CO integrated
intensity I12CO, and the column density N12CO derived
from the line ratios, as a proxy for the X-factor relating
NH2 to I12CO. (One would need to additionally deter-
mine R12 as described above, to get the actual X-factor.)
Barnes et al. (2015) found that this pseudo-X-factor is
not constant, but seems instead to define a non-linear
conversion law. Having here obtained column density
cubes from the much higher-sensitivity CHaMP data, we
can revisit this analysis and determine if the ThrUMMS
result can be reproduced. We therefore make similar
plots of N12CO/I12CO vs I12CO as in Barnes et al. (2015)
but for each CHaMP Region separately (see Appendix
A); a sample is provided in Figure 5a.
While we broadly see a similar pattern of rising X =
N12CO/I12CO values with I12CO compared to that mani-
fest in the ThrUMMS data, we note four key differences
with CHaMP. First, CHaMP’s higher sensitivity allows
us to perform the analysis for each channel and pixel,
as opposed to the ThrUMMS analysis, which binned the
data in velocity to 1 km s−1 in order to provide sufficient
S/N for that case. Since the native Mopra/MOPS chan-
nel width at these frequencies is <0.1 km s−1, this means
that the horizontal scale of the plots in Figure 5 is shifted
to lower I12CO by a factor of 11 compared to Figure 15 in
Barnes et al. (2015), but this is just a normalisation on
the abscissa. Since the N12CO and I12CO are both calcu-
lated here per channel, their ratio is properly normalised
to the usual X-factor units.
Second, a more interesting result is that the fitted
slopes to the derived conversion laws are typically steeper
than in Barnes et al. (2015), at brighter I12CO. These cor-
respond to power-law indices in N ∝ Ip ranging from p =
–0.3 to 2.8 in the different CHaMP Regions,8 although
the lower values for p occur only in those maps with
fainter overall CO emission (see next). In most clouds
p clusters around 1.5 to 2.2, compared to p = 1.4 from
ThrUMMS. An aggregate value over all CHaMP data is
p = 1.9 (shown in Fig. 5b). (Uncertainties for these in-
dices are provided in each Figure, formally <∼0.1, with
dispersions in the normalisation ∼0.2 dex.)
A third feature of these plots is that there seems to be
a consistent inflection in the N/I = X trend at lower
I. That is, the true X vs. I relationship consists of two
parts: a decreasing or flat X as I rises for faint I (i.e., p is
near zero or slightly positive), but then an increasing X
vs. I at brighter I (p positive definite). Region 21 shows
this effect most cleanly (Fig. 5a), but it is apparent in
all the X vs. I plots: the inflection in p occurs near I
= 0.5 K km s−1(corresponding to Tmb(12CO) >∼ 5.5 K in
each 0.1 km s−1 channel).
We believe this low-I12CO trend of a negative slope is
real, although one could argue that it is partly an arti-
fact of the completeness and S/N limits inherent in our
data (described in the caption to Fig. 5). For example,
the negative slopes in both panels of Figure 5 seem to
parallel somewhat the curved 13CO S/N cutoff, so the
actual value of p below this inflection is uncertain. Be-
cause of this limitation, we do not fit a formal power law
to these fainter points. However, the S/N of the 13CO
data is still reasonably high: for the mean trend (the dot-
ted red curve), 13CO begins around 15σ at the I12CO =
0.6 K km s−1 fitting limit, is∼5σ at I12CO = 0.2 K km s−1,
and is still near 3σ at I12CO = 0.1 K km s
−1. Therefore we
contend that the deficit of points below the mean trend
is not purely a noise or selection effect. This means that
there is probably a large amount of high-opacity, low-
excitation, and high-column-density CO emission preva-
lent throughout the Milky Way’s molecular ISM, and not
8 While the power-law fit for voxels in each Region applies across
a relatively small range of I12CO (∼half an order of magnitude),
this is still significant since those voxels are at high S/N, so their
impact on any X-factor based mass calculation is large. Moreover,
when integrated over discrete structures in angle and/or velocity
(see §§5.2ff, Fig. 9b, Eq. 8), the fitted power laws extend over a
much broader range of I12CO (∼1–2 orders of magnitude). Finally,
these power laws at brighter I12CO are important to distinguish
from the different X vs I behaviour at fainter I12CO (see next).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Sample plot of computed N12CO/I12CO ratio vs I12CO, equivalent to the X-factor divided by the abundance ratio R12 =
[H2]/[12CO], shown as black dots for all voxels in Region 21 with S/N>1 in I12CO (σrms = 0.063 K km s
−1). The 13CO data also impose a
S/N cutoff, apparent in the curved edge to the points’ distribution to the lower left. To derive an appropriate power-law relation (the solid
red and green curves), we limit analysis to I12CO > 0.6 K km s
−1 ∼ 10σ. Although the S/N below this limit is still useful, the data are
less complete, partly because we focus on clouds with detectable HCO+ or C18O emission, and partly because the SAM technique blanks
low-S/N voxels, especially in the 13CO cubes (the curved cutoff). To derive the bright-I12CO law, we also need to avoid the negative trend
for low I12CO (see text for discussion). The underlying grid is again from the radiative transfer analysis, Eqs. 1–6, but now labelled by the
12CO optical depth and common Tex in K. See text for further discussion of this grid.
The points are binned in log I12CO, the mean (red) and ±σ (green) values of log(N/I) in each bin are computed, and these are then
connected by straight line segments, solid above the I12CO > 0.6 K km s
−1 limit and dotted below. Then above this limit, a least-squares
slope (= power-law index) and intercept (at log I12CO = 0) are fitted to the binned means, as labelled in red. Because we plot N12CO/I12CO
vs I12CO, the actual exponent in a conversion law of the type N12CO ∝ I12COp is p = slope+1, or 2.23±0.05 in the case of Region 21.
Plots like this for each Region are given in Appendix A. In this Figure, we also indicate by a thin blue horizontal line the equivalent
“standard” X-factor = 1.8×1024m−2/(K km s−1) with R12 = 104 (Dame et al. 2001), while larger values of R12 = 3×104 and 105 (Gerner
et al. 2014), more representative of dark cloud conditions, place the same X-factor at the thick cyan and magenta lines, resp.
(b) A similar plot to panel a (i.e., at the full velocity and angular resolution of the data), but here aggregated for all CHaMP data
in all Regions (∼107 voxels); the blue lines, grid, and fit have the same meaning as in panel a, but here we also add yellow contours of
voxel incidence at 10(10)90% of the maximum, due to the high density of points. Another cutoff can be seen at the top of the points’
distribution, at >∼2×1021molec m−2/(K km s−1): this is due to self-absorption in the 12CO emission, precluding a solution for N12CO with
the simple radiative transfer calculation we use, where I13CO > I12CO. As suggested by the points’ distribution, the fraction of voxels so
affected by self-absorption is low, <1%. Thus, aggregated across all CHaMP data of sufficient completeness and sensitivity, p = 1.92±0.05
for I12CO > 0.6 K km s
−1, or equivalently for Tmb(12CO) >∼ 7 K chan−1.
just in our maps, as discussed next.
Simple modelling confirms that this behaviour can be
expected at low Tex. To understand this, note that for
an observed emission line which is in the optically thin
and Rayleigh-Jeans limits, Eq. 1 implies that Tex is ap-
proximately ∝ τ−1, as long as Tex is also reasonably large
compared to Tbg, which is usually true when τ  1. In
such cases, the column density N remains relatively in-
sensitive to these compensating changes in Tex and τ ,
at fixed Tmb (see Paper I for an example and discussion
of this insensitivity). But eventually, as Tex is reduced
sufficiently to approach (Tmb–Tbg), τ rises dramatically,
since the optically thin limit no longer applies and the
full non-linearity of Eq. 1 comes into play. Figure 6 shows
an example of this behaviour.
The two panels of Figure 5 also illustrate this prop-
erty in the N/I vs. I12CO plane, via the labelled grid of
(τ12, Tex) values. Note the falling trends in this grid of
N/I with I at low I (asymptotic slope = –1), bottom-
ing near I12CO = 0.5 K km s
−1, and then rising at high I
(asymptotic slope = +1), similar to the data trends seen
in Fig. 5a. But in the low-τ12 and bright-I12CO limits
(lower right of the plots), the grid curves become degen-
erate, i.e., N12CO becomes relatively insensitive to the
exact values of τ12 or Tex, as described above. In con-
trast, for any given I12CO or equivalent Tmb, where the
fitted Tex drops sufficiently, it forces τ12 to very high
values, indicated by the vertical dotted lines, which is
consistent with the pattern in Figure 6.
The combination of the high-S/N CHaMP data with
the radiative transfer grid displayed in Figure 5 reveals
a fourth feature of this diagram which was not immedi-
ately apparent in the ThrUMMS data. For bright I12CO,
we can see that the power-law conversion law is steeper
than the curves of constant τ12. This means that, in gen-
eral, brighter 12CO emission converts to an N12CO above
the standard X factor due to both an opacity and an
excitation term, or approximately as N12CO ∝ τ12Tex.
Given these features of the data and analysis, we con-
firm that the inflection in X vs I seen in Figure 5 must
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Figure 6. Sample radiative transfer computation of N13CO as a
function of Tex, at each of several different observed Tmb(
13CO)
indicated by the coloured lines. The rise in τ and N12CO at low Tex
is analogous for both 12CO and 13CO, and is a generic feature of
molecular spectroscopic data; Schap et al. (2016) describe a similar
case with HCN. See also Fig. 5 and the text for further discussion.
be real, despite some S/N limitations at low I13CO. The
column density at low I12CO can be unexpectedly high
because there are large amounts of gas that are very sub-
thermally excited (i.e., Tex  Tkin), even for 12CO. This
will be the case where, for example, 12CO is relatively
faint, but 13CO is almost as bright as the 12CO, requiring
a low Tex and high τ . At the same time, some locations
where 12CO is faint will have very faint or undetectable
13CO, giving a low τ and larger Tex. The point is that at
small I12CO, a wide range of opacities and column den-
sities are possible, whereas at large I12CO, the derived
N12CO is a very strong function of this brightness. This
means that the I12CO to NH2 conversion law consists of
two parts, one (for I12CO <∼ 0.5 K km s−1) where X is typ-
ically falling with I12CO or at most approximately con-
stant, and another (for I12CO >∼ 0.5 K km s−1) where NH2
∝ I12CO2, approximately.
Recent theoretical work confirms the importance of
excitation and opacity variations in interpreting emis-
sion line data on molecular clouds. For the 12CO
J=2→1/J=1→0 line ratio, Pen˜aloza et al. (2017, 2018)
showed that clouds can contain a bimodal distribution
of gas in (density, temperature) space, including a low-
opacity, subthermally-excited component which can oc-
cupy a large fraction of the volume of the cloud. This
gas can also contribute significantly to the line emission
for high opacity lines of sight, complicating the interpre-
tation of line emission maps, unless some effort is made
to understand the radiative transfer. Also, when consid-
ering a large number of J transitions for the CO energy
ladder in an extragalactic context, Wada et al. (2018)
have derived similar CO→H2 conversion laws to ours,
with even steeper powers p. Their models also highlight
the important contributions to the CO emission of both
τ1 and 1 gas. These studies follow earlier numerical
work without radiative transfer post-processing (Collins
et al. 2012), which found a bifurcation in the gas distribu-
tion between a lower-density, more turbulent state and a
higher-density, gravity-dominated state. Such works in-
triguingly parallel our results: in Figure 5 we also see a
bimodality in the X vs I relationship, based on the ra-
diative transfer in the 12CO/13CO line ratio. At low Tex,
we have contributions from both high- and low-opacity
gas, and this complicates how I12CO is used and inter-
preted, in ways that have not otherwise been discussed
in the literature to date.
5.2. Dependence on Velocity Resolution
For the brighter portion of this conversion law, we not
only confirm its power-law form, but also find the result
to be stronger (smaller dispersion) and steeper (larger
p) than first found by Barnes et al. (2015). In working
through this analysis with the various data cubes, it is
apparent that the N12CO cubes are much more “peaky”
than the line emission cubes, i.e., the conversion is highly
non-linear, as already explained in Paper III, but also
this is apparent as a function of velocity in the emission
line profiles. Therefore, a possible cause for the steeper
conversion law found here is the velocity binning in the
ThrUMMS analysis. If we average or bin by velocity in
the I cubes, and then convert these to N , we are av-
eraging together brighter and less bright voxels, short-
circuiting the nonlinearity in the conversion law (arising
in Eqs. 1 & 6). We should rather first calculate N cubes
directly from the I cubes, and then integrate N in veloc-
ity. In other words, when computing N12CO from I12CO,
velocity-binning or integrating in I12CO is not commuta-
tive with the I→N conversion.
If this is true, the shallower ThrUMMS law or standard
flat (X = constant, N ∝ I) conversion, being averages
over wider velocity ranges, may be smoothing together
different column density to intensity relationships. To
test this, we also formed binned versions of each CHaMP
iso-CO emission line cube, and redid the entire radiative
transfer/column density calculation from §3, for each of
0.37, 1.0, and 3.0 km s−1 bins in each Region.
The aggregate results are shown in Figure 7, and our
suspicion is confirmed: the broader the velocity bin-
ning/integration, the flatter is the derived conversion
law. This means that prior determinations of X in the
literature, which usually measure some proxy for NH2
and compare this with I12CO integrated over all emis-
sion from whatever cloud is under study, are inherently
missing this physics.
Indeed, the plots in Figure 7 illustrate this Central
Limit Theorem aspect of our results. While we see a
wide variation in X in all voxels, especially at low I,
due primarily to the real differences in physical condi-
tions (mainly opacity) between different parcels of gas in
the clumps, when we average together many voxels, the
mean result approaches the standard pseudo-X value of
∼1.8×1020 CO molecules m−2/(K km s−1), assuming R12
as above. (However, if the median R12 is triple the stan-
dard value, our X factor normalisation would be corre-
spondingly higher.) This is best seen in Figure 7c, where
the overall variance from the standard X is only ∼0.2 dex
and the average X is very close to the standard value,
even though the true voxel variance in Figure 5b is closer
to 0.5 dex, and the mean X is similar to the standard
value but varies systematically with I12CO.
5.3. A General Law
Figures 5 and 7 also show that the normalisation on the
abscissa, and hence the fitted intercept on the ordinate,
depends on the velocity resolution/binning. These re-
sults, plus those of Barnes et al. (2015), demonstrate the
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Figure 7. (Top row) (a) N12CO/I12CO ratio vs I12CO plot as in Fig. 5a, but now for Region 21 data binned by 4 channels (i.e., to
0.37 km s−1) before the N12CO calculation. (b) Another such plot, but with the data binned by 11 channels (to 1.0 km s−1), and (c) another
binned by 33 channels (to 3.0 km s−1). (Bottom row) (a–c) Same as top row, but now aggregated for all CHaMP data in all Regions.
Contours of voxel incidence are also shown where the points are too dense to indicate the distribution.
need to replace the standard X-factor with some more
general conversion, which takes into account its depen-
dency on velocity resolution.
However, in many studies that explore or use the 12CO
→ H2 conversion, the velocity resolution is not always a
matter of choice: the usual approach is to use the total
12CO line integral. Given this, what matters is the rela-
tionship between the total column density,
∫
N12CO dV ,
and the 12CO line integral
∫
I12CO dV . The CO column
density is related to NH2 via astrochemistry, modulated
by the weaker self-shielding of 12CO compared to H2 that
gives rise to a layer of CO-dark molecular gas (Pin˜eda et
al. 2013). The CO line integral has also been extensively
studied as a link to NH2 via the X factor, which is cal-
ibrated from dust emission or extinction measurements,
or other non-spectroscopic methods (see Bolatto et al.
2013, and references therein). Dust-related H2 column
density measurements, however, have no velocity resolu-
tion and therefore can’t be included in this comparison.
In order to define a better conversion, we start by di-
viding N12CO moment-0 maps like those in Figure 3 by
I12CO moment-0 maps like those in Paper III (the same
as the red channel in images like Figure 1 and in Ap-
pendix A). However, in order to preserve the intrinsic
physics afforded by our sensitivity and velocity resolu-
tion, we should mask the I12CO moment calculation to
only those channels where N12CO is defined. These chan-
nel ranges are different because N12CO is only defined
where we have signal in both 12CO and 13CO. The 12CO
in general extends across more channels, and is still rea-
sonably bright over many of these, even where 13CO be-
comes undetectable. Without this masking, the quotient∫
N12CO dV /
∫
I12CO dV would be artificially lowered to
inherently unphysical values by potentially large factors
in the denominator. We performed this calculation on
all our Regions, and show a sample result (Region 21) in
Figure 8a, with the CHaMP aggregate in Figure 8b.
From this comparison, we find a very interesting re-
sult. Figure 8a is similar to most Regions: we see the
same low-I and high-I dichotomy in the column density
conversion as in Figure 5, but at higher S/N due to the
masked integration. In other words, the low-I conversion
to column density can be as large or larger than the high-
I conversion, with a minimum conversion factor around
I12CO = 20 K km s
−1, give or take a factor of 2. However,
when we aggregate all these masked conversion laws, Fig-
ure 8b shows that the low-I/high-I distinction has been
almost completely erased, due to variations in both the
absolute N12CO/I12CO normalisation and the I12CO value
at which the conversion reaches a minimum. This aggre-
gate therefore yields essentially the same single X factor
(apart from an absolute R12 normalisation) that has been
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Figure 8. (a) N12CO/I12CO ratio vs I12CO as in Fig. 5a, but where each quantity is integrated over all velocity channels, except that
I12CO is counted only in those channels where N12CO is defined. We also show the same coloured horizontal lines as in Fig. 5 to indicate
the locus of the standard X-factor for three different values of R12, but do not show the (τ12, Tex) grid since the integration over different
velocity ranges for each pixel smears this grid along the x axis. (b) Same as panel a, but an aggregated plot for all Regions.
discussed in the literature for so many years (Bolatto et
al. 2013), despite the fact that nearly all Regions show
a distinct pattern of N/I variations with I, similar to
Figure 8a. Hints of these underlying trends can still be
seen in the Figure 8b aggregate, especially at large I.
Even so, one could argue that the masked integration,
while preserving the intrinsic physics of the radiative
transfer, is not the same as what is used observation-
ally, which is the total unmasked I12CO across all veloc-
ity channels with detectable 12CO emission. Dividing
the computed N12CO by this I12CO will indeed lower the
pseudo-X quotient, especially for fainter pixels where the
number of 13CO channels available to compute N12CO
will be (sometimes substantially) less than the number
of 12CO channels contributing to that integral. There-
fore, we plot unmasked versions of the same two panels
in Figure 9, to illustrate practical conversion laws that
could be used with 12CO data alone.
As expected, the low-I values of the N/I ratio are
much lower than in Figure 8, but more intriguing is that
the net effect in Figure 9a is to give a single fitted slope
for most of the I12CO range in each Region. Reassuringly,
these fitted slopes are typically only slightly smaller (al-
though with some scatter) than those derived from the
full-resolution data in each Region, meaning that we do
preserve the high-I radiative transfer physics to some ex-
tent. But averaged across all Regions, Figure 9b shows
this power law again becomes more muted, although not
completely flat as in Figure 8b. At the same time, we see
again in Figure 9b that the steeper power laws of individ-
ual Regions are still embedded in this diagram. Much of
the muting of individual Regions’ power law behaviour,
therefore, is due to different local normalisations of the
inherently steeper power law relationship, governed by
the radiative transfer physics, i.e., the dependence in this
diagram on local values of both τ and Tex. This is in ad-
dition to the flattening of the individual Regions’ power
laws due to velocity binning/integration.
Ultimately, this means that we should be careful to dis-
tinguish between local and average 12CO → H2 conver-
sion laws. For large-scale studies of the molecular ISM in
disk galaxies, an average conversion is clearly appropri-
ate. Where local conversion laws can be established, they
should be used in preference to an average one, since we
see even in Figure 9b that local normalisations can vary
by a factor of at least 2 around the mean. But where lo-
cal conversions are unknown or impractical to calibrate,
an average law is also appropriate, while acknowledging
the additional calibration uncertainty therein.
Our best estimate for an average conversion law is
given by Figure 9b. That fitted slope corresponds to a
power law across almost 2 orders of magnitude in I12CO
(3–200 K km s−1), and with a dispersion of 0.3–0.1 dex
(resp.) across this range,
N12CO = N0
(
I12CO
K km s−1
)p
, where (8)
N0 = (4.0± 0.3)× 1019 CO molecules m−2, and
p = 1.27± 0.02 .
The uncertainties quoted are the formal least-squares fit-
ting errors to all 140,000 pixels over this range of I12CO,
not the intrinsic dispersion in the data.
The power law index in Eq. 8 is now smaller than any
in Figures 5, 7, or from ThrUMMS. Given that it is an in-
tegral relation, and that we have shown in Figures 5 and
7 that the index becomes shallower with more velocity-
binning/integration/spatial averaging, this should not be
surprising, since the radiative transfer physics has been
blurred, as previously discussed. But this is the most
sensitive, best-calibrated, and most practical parametri-
sation of the integral conversion law to date. Also, Eq. 8
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Figure 9. (a) N12CO/I12CO ratio vs I12CO as in Figs. 5a and 8a, but where each quantity is integrated over all velocity channels, regardless
of whether N12CO is defined in all the channels where I12CO is detected. We show again the same horizontal lines as in Figs. 5 and 8 to
indicate the locus of the standard X-factor for different values of R12, but without the (τ12, Tex) grid since this integration blurs the grid.
(b) Same as panel a, but an aggregated plot for all Regions.
still contains a super-linear power, which suggests that
the CO abundance plays a role (see below). Finally, the
normalisation of this power law gives higher than ex-
pected column densities, as seen by the blue, cyan, &
magenta lines in these plots: the data generally lie to-
wards the upper end of the range bracketed by these
lines. We show a sample mosaic of this conversion across
the η Carinae GMC in Figure 10, the same area as dis-
played in Figure 1. There one can see that the conversion
factor qualitatively tracks the I12CO distribution in many
places, as required by the super-linear relation (Eq. 8).
To see how p>1 connects to the astrochemical evi-
dence of CO abundance variations (Gerner et al. 2014),
note that relative to H2, the
12CO abundance (= R−112 )
varies from ∼10−5 in dark clouds (where I12CO is typi-
cally near the lower end of the range in Fig. 9b, perhaps
10 K km s−1), to ∼10−4 near HII regions (where I12CO
tends to be bright, say 100 K km s−1). Based on this,
one could suppose an approximate relation like
R−112 = 10
−6I12CO/(K km s
−1) , (9)
although the actual relation is probably weaker than this,
since Eq. 9 would imply that I12CO directly traces only
the 12CO abundance. Nevertheless, something like this
relation would indeed be indicated if widespread CO-
dark molecular gas layers exist around molecular clouds
(Pin˜eda et al. 2013), since the smaller self-shielding of
CO reduces its abundance in the H2 molecular layer near
AV = 2
m, and changes the 12CO→ H2 mass conversion.
Then, where an R12-I12CO relation holds, we might write
NH2 =R12N12CO , or (10)
= 106N0
(
I12CO
K km s−1
)p−1
in the case of the hypothetical Eq. 9: this would produce
a very large mass conversion indeed, and is probably un-
likely as explained above. Instead, we take a median R12
= 3×104 (as for the cyan lines in Figs. 5, 8, & 9). In
this case, Eq. 10 then gives a median 12CO → H2 mass
conversion for the CHaMP clouds of
NH2 = (1.2± 0.1)× 1024 m−2
(
I12CO
K km s−1
)p
, (11)
with p as in Eq. 8. When allowing for the typical values
of I12CO, this conversion is 1.9±0.9 times greater than
a flat X factor with R12 = 3×104 (compare the distri-
bution of points to the cyan line in Fig. 9b), and simi-
lar to what was found by Barnes et al. (2015) for the
ThrUMMS data. This result supports the same global
underestimation of the Milky Way’s molecular mass bud-
get as first described by Barnes et al. (2015), but is now
based on a more sensitive and careful treatment. The
obvious next step is to actually evaluate R12 among the
CHaMP clouds, in order to pin down the numerical form
of Eqs. 9–11: see Pitts et al. (2018) for the first steps in
such work.
On this basis, we recommend that studies convert-
ing integrated 12CO emission to equivalent 12CO col-
umn densities employ Eq. 8, and if an appropriate R12
is known, use that to convert to an H2 column density
with a relation like Eqs. 10 or 11, rather than using a
single X factor for all I12CO. This recommendation ex-
tends to studies of molecular clouds in other disk galaxies
that are analogues to the Milky Way (e.g., with similar
metallicity).
6. DIFFERENTIAL KINEMATICS IN CLUMPS
6.1. Formalism
We now introduce a new concept enabled by these sen-
sitive multi-species maps. On one hand, we have derived
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Figure 10. Sample map of the X factor across the η Car GMC (the same area as in Fig. 1), obtained from the ratio of integrals
N12CO/I12CO as calculated in Fig. 9.
relatively unbiased maps of the total CO column den-
sity in each Region. Due to the nesting of the iso-CO
species in terms of the depths into which they probe
molecular cloud conditions, these maps are a high dy-
namic range measure of this column density, from the
lowest values that can be traced by 12CO at this sensitiv-
ity, ∼3 M pc−2 at 5σ, up to the highest column densities
we trace, typical of dense clumps, >1000 M pc−2.
On the other hand, the 12CO maps by themselves are
of a species which is optically thick almost everywhere it
is seen, and certainly where any 13CO is seen, with the
exception of the small fraction of voxels with I12CO ∼
0.5 K km s−1 and I13CO < 0.06 K km s−1. This represents
a very different perspective than the conventional view,
where it is thought that velocity differences in the gas
might allow one to probe the whole cloud volume, even
in an optically thick emission line. Instead, it suggests
that the 12CO traces gas almost exclusively on the side
of each molecular cloud that is nearest to us, with only a
few percent of a cloud’s volume or mass traced where τ12
<∼ 3 (see Fig. 5b). An interesting comparison can then be
made between this nearside gas, traced by a Σ12 derived
directly from the 12CO cube via a fixed, local conversion
law (following the discussion in §5.3), and the gas from
the bulk of the cloud as traced by the total Σmol (Eq. 7),
which is more accurate than the locally-derived conver-
sion law fit, since the N12CO computations are made on
each voxel.9 In this way, we measure accurate column
9 In principle, the 13CO or C18O cubes also approximately trace
total N/Σ, due to their much lower opacities, but this is not exactly
true, and will diverge most strongly at the highest column densities.
Therefore, comparing the Σ12 foreground gas with the total Σmol
is the most accurate way to explore the differential dynamics.
densities separately for the cloud envelopes and interiors.
A schematic diagram showing these effects in a typical
cloud is given in Figure 11.
We consider the velocity field of each, in particular, the
difference in these two velocities. At each pixel, if the
mean velocity VΣ12 (measured by the 1st moment in the
Σ12 cube) is red-shifted compared to the mean velocity
VΣmol of the Σmol cube, then that would suggest that the
nearside envelope material is moving towards the bulk of
the cloud, at that location. In this case (∆Venv ≡ VΣ12–
VΣmol > 0), the cloud would be accreting the nearside gas
there. Conversely, blue-shifted 12CO (∆Venv < 0) indi-
cates nearside envelope gas that is expanding away from
the bulk of the cloud, in the pixel under consideration.
In making this measurement, we want to actually find
the differential mass flux in each pixel between the clump
envelope and interior, rather than just the ∆Venv, in or-
der to establish whether the clump is accreting or losing
mass. In other words, we want the mass-weighted ver-
sion of ∆Venv. We now carefully define the momentum
surface density in 12CO at each pixel, pΣ,env, as Σ12 ∆V ,
or more precisely, the integral (0th moment) of a cube of
such values,
pΣ,env =
∫
Σ12(VΣ12 − VΣmol) dV (12)
=
∫
Σ12VΣ12 dV −
∫
Σ12 dV × VΣmol
= Σ12,integr<V >Σ12 − Σ12,integrVΣmol
= Σ12,integr ∆Venv ,
where each line in Eq. 12 illustrates how the various quan-
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration (not to scale) of a typical molec-
ular cloud, as traced by the three different isotopologues 12CO
(red), 13CO (green), and C18O (blue), shown in outline. The
coloured arrows represent the line-of-sight velocities of parcels of
gas (any species) which are in motion relative to the mean cloud
VLSR (red- or blue-shifted as appropriate). Note that the motions
probed by 12CO are limited to parcels of gas on the side of the
cloud envelope nearest to the observer, because of that species’
high opacity. The 13CO and C18O are more likely to sample mo-
tions of most parcels of gas along each line of sight, due to their
much lower opacities. (However, neither 13CO nor C18O neces-
sarily trace the total column density by themselves.) The sample
spectra shown (coloured by species, except for the total column
density spectrum, which is represented as a dotted black curve)
are then expected to result when the envelope has a net inward
(upper diagram) or outward (lower diagram) motion with respect
to the cloud interior.
tities can be separated. Σ12 refers to quantities from the
12CO-derived Σ cube (e.g., <V >Σ12 is the 1st moment of
this cube); and VΣmol is the 1st moment of the total Σmol
cube (i.e., derived from the iso-CO data), which is al-
ready single-valued at each pixel. The velocity difference
inside the integral sign in the first line of Eq. 12, is that
between each channel of Σ12, and the single number from
the iso-CO Σmol velocity field VΣmol . For reference, we
can also define the Σ-weighted mean velocity-difference
as ∆Venv = pΣ,env/Σ12,integr.
Calculated in this way, pΣ,env gives a net algebraic sum
of the momentum across all velocity channels in a given
pixel, whether positive or negative. Suitably normalised,
this has units of M pc−1 Myr−1. To convert this into a
true net mass flux (whether accreting or dispersing), we
need to divide pΣ,env by an estimate for the length scale
along the line of sight over which this mass is moving.
Under the assumption that the depth of any given
structure (not just a cloud) can be approximated by its
geometric mean size
√
bmajorbminor projected on the sky,
and more importantly, that this size scale can be further
approximated by the inverse relative gradient RΣmol =
Σmol/∇Σmol of the projected mass distribution in that
structure, then we can calculate the mass flux in a spa-
tially resolved way,
Σ˙ =
dΣ12
dt
=
pΣ,env
RΣmol
(13)
in each pixel. Optionally, this can be summed over any
area of interest (such as a clump) to obtain a net mass
flux rate (in units of MMyr−1) for that structure, but
Eq. 13 holds for each pixel. Finally, we can define a mass
flux timescale in each pixel as
tΣ˙ =
Σmol
Σ˙
=
RΣmol
∆Venv
, (14)
where the second expression recognises the appropriate
timescale for the envelope motions observed. If the enve-
lope mass flux Σ˙ > 0, this timescale is for mass accretion
through each pixel or, when integrated over the appro-
priate area, for each clump or structure. If Σ˙ < 0, this
corresponds instead to a mass dispersal timescale.
However, for purposes of measuring the influence of
this flux on star formation, a possibly more useful
timescale is that required to accrete some additional
standard mass surface density, above which clear evi-
dence of ongoing star formation (e.g., presence of an em-
bedded cluster, etc.) is commonly seen. Here we con-
servatively take this threshold for addition to be Σthresh
= 200 M pc−2, although it may actually be somewhat
larger, ∼300–1000 M pc−2 according to the results in
Paper III, with a corresponding increase in the resulting
timescale. Using the slightly smaller threshold means
we are computing firm lower limits to the timescales; if
they are even longer than what is discussed below, the
results and implications are only strengthened. We now
combine these
evolution timescales ≡ taccr = Σthresh
Σ˙
, Σ˙ > 0
≡ tdisp = Σmol/Σ˙ , Σ˙ < 0 (15)
so we can track both an accretion and a dispersal
timescale in one function. In Figure 12 we provide sam-
ple images of ∆Venv, Σ˙, and taccr/disp for Region 7, as
defined above. We also compare taccr/disp with Σmol in
each Region, as shown in Appendix D; an aggregate t–Σ
plot for all Regions is shown in Figure 13.
6.2. Mass Accretion
The main result of this analysis is that, throughout
most of the maps, there are large contiguous areas which
are either accreting material from the envelopes onto the
clumps’ interiors (the net mass flux is inwards to the bulk
of the clump), or where the clumps’ envelopes are under-
going dispersal (the net mass flux is outwards from the
bulk of the clump). At first glance, there seems to be
no systematic correlation between the clump locations
(i.e., at the higher surface densities) and whether ma-
terial is preferentially being accreted or dispersed. In
other words, the clump population seems roughly evenly
divided between those accreting (58,000 pixels) and those
dispersing (81,400 pixels). What does seem systematic
is that the dispersal times are typically in the 10 Myr
range, while the accretion times can be quite long, es-
pecially at low surface densities, up to several 10s, or
even 100s, of Myr (although the largest values in each
timescale do tend to occur where the uncertainties are
highest, e.g., where ∆Venv ≈ 0).
To some extent, this difference between longer accre-
tion times and shorter dispersal times is by construction,
since taccr is defined against a fixed mass surface density,
and one which is somewhat larger than in most pixels. In
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∆Venv Σ˙ taccr & tdisp
Figure 12. Sample dynamics maps for Region 7 as labelled, and computed according to Eqs. 12–15. The colour scale is adjusted in each
panel so that zero values lie between cyan and dark blue, which provides an intuitive scheme to visually distinguish accretive motions (cyan
and warmer colours) from dispersive ones (cooler blues).
Figure 13. Plot of accretion/dispersal timescales vs the mass sur-
face density, in each pixel and aggregated across all Region maps,
on linear scales for both axes. As defined in Eq. 15, accretion and
dispersal timescales are shown as positive- and negative-valued,
respectively, and the separation between them is indicated by a
dotted line at t=0. The labelled mean and median values are com-
puted separately for each timescale.
contrast, tdisp is self-scaled, i.e., it is the time required to
disperse the mass that exists at that position, whatever
its value, which for most pixels is smaller than the accre-
tion threshold. But this difference becomes much more
interesting when we examine the accretion and dispersal
timescales separately on logarithmic scales.
In Figure 14a, we see a remarkable result:10 the time
to accrete enough molecular gas to pass the assumed star
formation threshold is strongly correlated with Σmol. We
can examine this algebraically if we assume that each
pixel fairly samples an underlying mass accretion law,
with variables for the accretion rate and column density
as interdependent functions of the time needed to accrete
an additional threshold mass:
taccr =
Σthresh
Σ˙(t)
= t0
(
Σmol
M pc−2
)−z
, where (16)
Σthresh≡200 M pc−2 ,
t0 = 3290± 330 Myr , and
z= 1.038± 0.023 .
Here t0 and z are obtained from the least-squares fit, al-
though there is a large scatter in this relationship, σ ∼
0.5 dex as seen in Figure 14a. This large scatter is partly
due to uncertainties in the way the timescales are cal-
culated, e.g., in the exact mass conversion law used to
evaluate Σ12, and in the values computed for the spa-
tially resolved size scale RΣ. Despite this scatter, we
have confidence that the method is sound, since there is
good spatial consistency in the mass flows derived across
each map. Therefore, we believe the scatter is mostly
inherent, and not due to systematics. Eq. 16 means that
Σ˙(t) =
Σthresh
t0
(
Σmol
M pc−2
)z
. (17)
Because z is so close to 1, this means that the mass accre-
tion rate is approximately proportional to the accreted
10 Note that Figure 14a does not imply t ∝ Σ−z , or Σ ∝ t−1/z ,
which would imply mass loss, not accretion. The ordinate is the
remaining time required to accumulate an additional Σthresh at
the observed Σ˙, and necessarily decreases with chronological time.
It is not an independent variable for age or time.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14. (a) Accretion timescales vs mass surface density as in Fig. 13, but on logarithmic scales for both axes. Overlaid as red and
green lines are trends in the mean ±1σ in log(taccr) for small bins of log(Σ), while a least-squares fit to the binned values is as labelled.
This fit has a reduced χ2 = 0.16 and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = –0.995. The dotted horizontal line is set at t = 1 Myr. (b) Similar
to panel a, but for dispersal timescales (now shown as positive-valued). The labelled least-squares fit has reduced χ2 = 0.10 and r = 0.06.
mass. If we further assume that this mass accretion law
remains valid over time for a given pixel or cloud, or is
generally valid for all pixels, we infer that mass accumu-
lates almost exponentially:
Σ(t) = Σmol e
t/te , where (18)
te= t0/Σthresh
= 16.5± 1.6 Myr .
With Eq. 18, the value of the threshold is not significant:
changing that assumption merely shifts this relationship
by a constant factor in taccr and t0, or by the inverse
factor in Σ˙. That is, the value of te doesn’t depend on
the details of this analysis, nor on the value of Σmol.
The suggestion of almost exponential cloud growth is
surprising, however, because the star formation that re-
sults from these clouds is so inefficient, primarily due to
feedback effects in the ISM. But our result is not in-
consistent with slow star formation once we note the
long time constant t0 > 1 Gyr in the above formalism,
which is the timescale that would be needed to build up
a molecular cloud from the smallest discernible masses,
∼2 M/pc2, if this process operated continuously over
that mass range. Given the turbulent nature of the ISM,
especially at low densities, this is unlikely, to say the
least. The relevant time constant for more typical clouds
at the average mapped Σmol ∼ 100–200 M pc−2 is given
by evaluating the constants in Eq. 18. Then, building
up such clumps from roughly ambient levels (5–10 M)
would take 3 e-folding times, or ∼50 Myr.
6.3. Mass Dispersal
We also examine the result in Figure 14b, which sug-
gests that the time to disperse a given cloud is also ap-
proximately constant with Σmol. This actually implies
the inverse process as for accretion, namely a rapidly
slowing dispersal akin to a pseudo-exponential decay. In-
deed, the slope in this panel is indistinguishable from 0;
then
Σ(t) = Σmol e
−t/t1 , where (19)
t1 = 10.9± 0.9 Myr .
This means the dispersal timescale is approximately the
same at all Σmol, so in reality this dispersal must slow
down over time. For example, reducing a clump from
100–200 M to roughly ambient levels (5–10 M) would
take 3 e-folding times, or ∼33 Myr. This dispersal rela-
tion also has a similar overall scatter to Eq. 18, ∼0.6 dex.
Although the mathematical forms seem similar, the
physical situation between the accreting pixels and the
dispersing ones is very different. This is because the ac-
cretion of mass to the clumps accelerates inwards over
time as the surface density increases, while the dispersal
decelerates outwards as the surface density drops. So for
a cloud over which accretion and dispersal are occurring
in different locations, over a long enough time interval
the accretion should usually dominate over dispersal. It
is also interesting to note in Figure 14a the Σ-distribution
of all accreting pixels: there seems to be a distinct peak
near Σmol = 100 M/pc2. Below this modal value down
to ambient levels, the number of pixels per unit log(Σmol)
tails off gently; above this value, however, the incidence
of high-Σmol pixels drops off dramatically. This may be
closely related to where gas accretion seems to dominate
dispersal: it is probably not a coincidence that the av-
erage accretion timescale matches the average dispersal
timescale at this Σmol. Thus, it is tempting to suppose
this is all connected: once accretion can overwhelm dis-
persal, the accumulation of gas (and consequent star for-
mation) can proceed rapidly, potentially accounting for
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the star formation threshold Σthresh just above this level.
In short, the iso-CO data seem to reveal a detailed,
semi-analytical process for slow, somewhat chaotic mass
accretion onto molecular clouds, a process which one
might call “sedimentation,” as denser parcels of gas grad-
ually accrete onto each other despite jostling from nearby,
dispersing parcels. The mathematical form of the ac-
cretion/dispersal relations suggest strongly that gravity
must play an important role in both processes, since it
is the only force capable of producing an inwards accel-
eration in both situations.
7. DISCUSSION
7.1. Implications for Timescales
Encouragingly, numerical simulations of star-forming
molecular clumps, but without radiative transfer
(Padoan et al. 2016; Camacho et al. 2016, and earlier
work referenced therein), show distinct signs of con-
traction and dispersal in the 3D velocity field, and in
a similar ratio of about half the clumps contracting
and half dispersing, as in our derived mass flux maps
(Fig. 14). Also, in some models (e.g., Zamora-Avile´s &
Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014), the star formation efficiency
for clumps in our mass range rises rapidly towards later
times, in agreement with our delayed star formation pic-
ture, and qualitatively with other observational (Hart-
mann et al. 2012) or numerical (Padoan et al. 2016)
studies. However, even the longer timescales of gravity-
or turbulence-driven models, ∼10 Myr (Hartmann et al.
2012; Padoan et al. 2016) to 20–30 Myr (e.g., Zamora-
Avile´s & Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014; Camacho et al. 2016),
fall short of our preferred range. Some of these simula-
tions do not include feedback, which may be significant:
short of disrupting clouds, moderate feedback injects en-
ergy into the gas, delays collapse, lowers the SFE, and
lengthens the effective SF timescale. Feedback-oriented
models (Inutsuka et al. 2015; Kobayashi et al. 2017, 2018)
therefore align well with our ∼50 Myr timescales. We
anticipate that once more feedback is included in other
models, their timescales might also extend to 30–50 Myr
or longer, possibly matching our results better.
This potential convergence means our results could be
remarkable. For the first time, they may directly mea-
sure the assembly of massive, dense molecular clumps
as first debated by Goldreich & Kwan (1974, smooth,
large velocity gradients) and Zuckerman & Evans (1975,
turbulent “swiss cheese” structures and velocities) (here-
after GK and ZE, resp.). The pattern of assembly is
intermediate between those debated scenarios, but con-
cordant with modern simulations. More significantly, we
have clearly defined the average timescales involved, al-
beit with some local uncertainties. In particular, the
mass-accretion times needed to reach reasonable star-
formation thresholds are very near the range of clump
lifetimes first mooted by the purely demographic analy-
sis that appeared in Paper I. Also, the accelerating mass
accretion onto clumps fits perfectly with the demograph-
ics of embedded clusters, which seem to arise only in the
last ∼10% of a cloud’s lifetime, when massive star forma-
tion especially is enhanced, as described in Paper I and
Barnes et al. (2013), and supported by Zamora-Avile´s &
Va´zquez-Semadeni (2014).
Even though the trends in Figure 14 seem very clean,
the scatter from pixel to pixel and from Region to Region
is still rather large, which means that local conditions
can easily mask out this statistical sedimentation. This
is also manifest in the taccr/disp maps (Fig. 12), where the
apparent pattern of accretion or dispersal seems to have
little correlation with the column density or emission line
structure of individual clouds (Figs. 1,3,4). It is then
rather impressive that the sedimentation signal in Figure
14 is so clear.
To test these results, we should examine the assump-
tions built in to our plane-parallel LTE radiative transfer
and cloud kinematics analysis. For example, a numerical
model with radiative transfer post-processing to simulate
observed spectral lines (e.g., like those of Pen˜aloza et al.
2017, 2018; Wada et al. 2018) could be analysed in our
pipeline. Then we can ask what conversion laws are de-
rived under what conditions (cloud density/temperature
profiles; non-LTE; radiation field; astrochemistry), and
how any such variations change the implied mass flux
rates or isotopologue ratios, as opposed to the true val-
ues in the physical models themselves. (Is the pipeline
itself valid? Are the separate envelope/interior motions
traceable as assumed?) Such questions are not easy to
answer, and are more properly the domain of separate
studies, such as the recent work already cited. While we
construct tests of this scenario ourselves (Loughnane et
al., in prep; Salome et al., in prep), we also encourage
other workers to look into the same questions.
Fundamentally, however, our sedimentation picture of
the assembly of molecular clouds is on a longer time scale
(i.e., >50 Myr, up to 100 Myr) than in some prior obser-
vational studies of GMCs (e.g., Kawamura et al. 2009;
Miura et al. 2012), or models which tend to focus on
the molecular core scale near the end of the process de-
scribed above (e.g., McKee & Ostriker 2007; Longmore
et al. 2014). Here it is important to distinguish between
clump and core evolution timescales: we focus on the
former. Besides arguments based on demographics (Pa-
per I), star formation activity (Barnes et al. 2013), or
cloud stability (Paper III), our long timescale picture
also provides dynamical evidence for gravity as the ir-
resistible force that, on longer times and larger scales
& cloud samples, eventually overcomes the sometimes
considerable local forces (turbulence, ionisation, winds,
collisions) which act to disperse the cloud material.
The timescale of molecular cloud evolution has enjoyed
a vigorous debate for many years after GK and ZE.
Several observational and theoretical studies of molec-
ular clouds as a population (Bash et al. 1977; Blitz &
Shu 1980) argue for cloud lifetimes ∼20 Myr, or slightly
longer or shorter, depending on the circumstances. Upon
re-examining these arguments in light of our more sen-
sitive data and complete clump demographics (Papers
I, III, Barnes et al. 2013), we estimate that such life-
time estimates are typically raised by factors >∼2, largely
reconciling these studies with ours. This increase arises
mainly in the fact that we see more molecular material
than before (much of it starless), without changing the
overall star formation rate, thereby effectively lengthen-
ing the gas depletion timescale.
Other studies looking in detail at the embedded stellar
population emerging from molecular clouds (Ballesteros-
Paredes et al. 1999; Elmegreen 2000; Hartmann et al.
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2001; Ballesteros-Paredes & Hartmann 2007) provide a
stronger contrast to our results. They generally con-
clude that cloud evolution must be quick (a few Myr)
because of the “post-T Tauri problem,” where typically,
few stars of age >∼5 Myr are found in molecular cloud
environments. Some of these arguments focus on rapid
core evolution timescales, upon which we cannot com-
ment. For clumps, however, we can now strongly counter
such arguments thanks to a combination of new evidence:
(1) the telling demographics of starless clumps (Paper
I, Barnes et al. 2013), a vast population only recently
recognised; (2) their pressure-stabilisation from massive
envelopes (Paper III), reducing the probability of starless
clumps being ephemeral; (3) the much slower differential
envelope/interior kinematics (sedimentation) seen here,
compared to (e.g.) turbulent or bulk motions of clouds;
and (4) the idea of slowly accelerating SF during clump
evolution, supported both observationally via our mass
accretion rates, and theoretically via the Zamora-Avile´s
& Va´zquez-Semadeni (2014) simulations.
7.2. Comparison with Models
Many approaches to modelling the properties and star
formation activity of molecular clouds have appeared in
the literature (e.g., see reviews of McKee & Ostriker
2007; Padoan et al. 2014). For example, large-scale ISM
turbulence that cascades down to cluster/clump scales
can reproduce many observed properties of molecular
clouds, but requires most pc-scale clumps to be relatively
ephemeral, and tends to generate prompt star forma-
tion in 5–10 Myr (Padoan et al. 2016). Turbulent cloud
simulations also tend to over-produce stars, with SFRs
2–4× higher than observed (Federrath 2015), and have
other inconsistencies with observations (Kainulainen &
Federrath 2017). Ambipolar diffusion models support
longer timescales and lower SFRs (Tassis & Mouschovias
2004; Mouschovias et al. 2006), but do not typically ac-
commodate the chaotic environments of real clouds, and
predictions of the B-n relation are moderately at odds
with observations (Crutcher 2012). While understanding
the role of turbulence and magnetic fields is important,
we defer further comparisons between CHaMP data and
MHD/turbulence theory for pending studies (Hernandez
et al, in prep; Schap et al, in prep).
Still, Burkert & Hartmann (2004) and several subse-
quent studies found that gravitationally-driven hierarchi-
cal cloud collapse can explain many aspects of star for-
mation. These studies explored a wide range of physics,
including colliding flows, magnetic fields, etc. Starting
with Heitsch & Hartmann (2008), such work collectively
showed that timescales for cloud assembly and evolu-
tion were somewhat extended (>∼10 Myr) on GMC/cloud
(10–100 pc) and clump (1–10 pc) scales, compared to
the shorter core timescales (<∼a few Myr). Addition-
ally, Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2011) argued that free-
fall collapse of clouds can mimic virial equilibrium, such
that the mean virial parameter <α> ≈ 2. But they
also argued that in this picture, external pressure con-
finement was not necessary to explain clouds’ turbu-
lent state (viewed instead as a consequence of gravita-
tional collapse), contrary to our 12CO results (Paper III).
Zamora-Avile´s & Va´zquez-Semadeni (2014) showed that
star formation accelerates during GMC evolution, while
Heiner et al. (2015) showed that HI envelopes of molecu-
lar clouds participate in the large-scale gravitational ac-
cumulation of matter.
Another class of models focuses on cloud collisions and
gas “resurrection” (Inutsuka et al. 2015; Kobayashi et al.
2017, 2018), where star formation occurs in the presence
of large-scale bubbles from SNe, OB associations, and
HII regions that collect large amounts of gas in a self-
sustaining process, over a long timescale of several 10s of
Myr. The inflow of material is also seen in filamentary
models from the pc scale (Andre´ et al. 2014, and refer-
ences therein) to Galactic shear models on the kpc scale
(Smith et al. 2014; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2017).
Among this limited sample, models partially match our
CHaMP physics and similar results on long timescales
derived in other contexts (e.g., Koda et al. 2009). Given
the now extensive suite of CHaMP results favouring
long times for molecular cloud evolution, we prefer mod-
els that can incorporate such lifetimes into a consistent
framework. From our point of view, these 3 classes of
models — the hierarchical collapse (Zamora-Avile´s &
Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014; Camacho et al. 2016), gas res-
urrection (Kobayashi et al. 2017), and large-scale (Smith
et al. 2014; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2017) models — merit
further attention.
In the latter case, the masses and flows involved are
for spiral arm segments and GMFs (giant molecular
filaments), so on a much larger scale than considered
here. But these provide the Galactic context in which
pressure-confinement can be seen to operate over the
long timescales available between passages of material
through the spiral arm potential, ∼100 Myr. These pe-
riods permit the initially mostly atomic clouds to pro-
gressively increase their molecular fraction as they react
to their changing environment, and we propose that this
timing provides the setting for the clump evolution we
examine here.
At intermediate scales, demographic evidence shows
that GMCs in the Large Magellanic Cloud (Kawamura
et al. 2009) and M33 (Miura et al. 2012), evolve through
3 or 4 stages of star formation activity, lasting a to-
tal of 20–40 Myr from early to late phases. However,
these studies were not sensitive to individual clumps, es-
pecially in M33 (Miura et al. 2012). We also consider
the LMC clouds’ “early” phase (Kawamura et al. 2009)
more evolved than most of our clumps, which are more
quiescent overall. Thus, we consider the results of these
studies to be consistent with the more general timescales
we derive in §6.
We believe we can also link our long timescales to the
much shorter phase of active cluster/massive star forma-
tion (<∼ 10 Myr; Hartmann et al. 2012), through a clump
mass accretion rate which rises over the correct, longer
timescale to produce the star formation we see at late
times. In this, the hierarchical collapse models do well
(Zamora-Avile´s & Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014; Heiner et al.
2015; Camacho et al. 2016), since they incorporate both
the temporal acceleration and the mechanism (gravity)
to operate the process and mimic our results. However,
the timescales for those models are still somewhat shorter
(around 20 Myr) than in §6. A reconciliation is achieved
(1) at the higher Σmol >∼ 200 M pc−2, where the accre-
tion timescale does indeed drop below this range of model
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timescales, or (2) if all timescales are extended once the
models include feedback. For example, the cloud colli-
sion/gas resurrection (Inutsuka et al. 2015; Kobayashi et
al. 2017, 2018) models match better our longer timing
and the low overall SFE of molecular gas, and although
their stochastic nature does not predict any systematic
flows, their stochasticity at least matches the wide scat-
ter in flow rates that we do see in our data.
The original observations of molecular cloud linewidths
and cloud-to-cloud velocity dispersions of a few km s−1
suggest some sort of kinematic evolution over a few par-
sec scale in only 1 Myr (cf. the original debate of GK and
ZE). The kinematic and post-T Tauri arguments have
largely driven the debate over cloud (core) lifetimes for
a considerable time. In contrast, we now see that the
differential motions between clump envelopes and their
denser interiors may be dynamically significant, while
the weight of the overlying envelopes seems sufficient to
stabilise clump interiors against dispersal on any shorter
timescale, as explained in Paper III.
As well, there are both observational and theoreti-
cal grounds to support a longer, but accelerating, star-
formation timescale. This includes the observed age
spreads in young clusters, where the median age among
PMS stars in an embedded cluster drops as the stellar
mass rises, suggesting that the more massive stars form
later (Levine et al. 2006; Zeidler et al. 2016, in NGC 2024
and Wd2, resp.), and simulations showing the appropri-
ate mass accretion can be quite extended in inter-arm
clouds (Dobbs et al. 2014), or star formation itself rising
dramatically at late evolutionary times (Zamora-Avile´s
& Va´zquez-Semadeni 2014). Furthermore, we can see di-
rectly in NIR images of our clumps (Barnes et al. 2013,
Jeram et al. in prep) that most do not reveal any dis-
cernible embedded star formation, suggesting again that
the apparent post-T Tauri problem may in part be a se-
lection effect.
Therefore, we believe our view of long latency periods
for star formation during clump evolution may largely
resolve some of the most vigorous debates about this
process that have persisted for the previous 40 years,
such as the role of turbulence and its naive implications
for shorter cloud lifetimes, vs. the low star formation ef-
ficiency per free-fall time in clouds and the consequent
requirement for longer evolutionary timescales.
This new sedimentation scenario also makes some valu-
able and timely predictions. While we argue that 12CO
clump envelopes stabilise dense clump interiors, and the
envelopes are also dynamically important for long-term
evolution, there is already evidence that further layer(s)
must contribute to and participate in this evolution.
These layers are the atomic material out of which the H2
forms, and the dark molecular gas (DMG) layer, between
the HI and fully molecular gas where 12CO self-shields
and is easily mapped. Models that show H2 forming from
HI in gas participating in the gravitational inflow (Glover
& Mac Low 2007a,b), and evidence that the DMG is
widespread (Pin˜eda et al. 2013), have already appeared,
but for both the DMG and HI, we have not yet had the
sensitivity to directly map their contribution to clump
formation and evolution at the level described herein,
and so to test further the above picture.
However, new instrumentation promises to enable such
tests in the very near future. Far-IR spectroscopy from
Herschel and SOFIA (Langer et al. 2014) is starting
to reveal the detailed distribution of the DMG, while
GASKAP (Dickey et al. 2013) should soon be producing
HI maps of sufficient sensitivity and resolution to be di-
rectly comparable to our Mopra data for the first time.
These additional comparisons should afford us the oppor-
tunity to start converging on an overarching paradigm for
molecular cloud evolution and star formation, which in
our view should include the large-scale (>∼ 100 pc), long-
term (50–100 Myr) evolution of the multi-phase ISM.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented new results from com-
plete iso-CO molecular line mapping (i.e., 12CO, 13CO,
and C18O) of the CHaMP clouds, using the Mopra ra-
dio telescope. The data were calibrated and reduced us-
ing the enhanced pipeline we developed and described in
Paper III, including the SAM (smooth-and-mask) tech-
nique for computing moments from the data cubes. This
data release constitutes the most thoroughly-examined
such sample of which we are aware: a comprehensive (all
clouds containing dense gas over 120 deg2 towards the
Carina arm) and sensitive (Tmb(rms) = 0.4–0.7 K per
0.09 km s−1 channel) survey of line emission in all three
J=1→0 lines from a large sample (∼300 clouds in 36
Regions) of Galactic cluster-forming molecular clumps.
The main results of this work are:r We have applied the radiative transfer analysis of
Barnes et al. (2015) to the iso-CO data in order to de-
rive spatially-resolved maps of line ratios, optical depths,
excitation temperatures, total CO column densities, rel-
ative abundances, mass surface densities, and kinemat-
ics (unbiased by the above effects) for these molecular
clumps.rWe have re-examined the CO→ H2 mass conversion
law first derived from the ThrUMMS analysis (Barnes et
al. 2015), and found that our more sensitive data allow us
to explore and understand the radiative transfer physics
behind this law, in a deeper way than has been possible
previously. The true, velocity-resolved mass conversion
law, N ∝ Ip, is a much steeper function of the 12CO
integrated intensity (p almost 2) than the single standard
X factor (p = 1), or even the ThrUMMS law (p ≈ 1.4).
The radiative transfer physics is embedded in the above
law, since we also find N12CO ∝ τTex.rWhen integrated across the 12CO line, the effective
conversion law (i.e., one that can be used in other sit-
uations without our high velocity resolution) was much
less steep (p ≈ 1.3) than the velocity-resolved law. This
flatter law arises partially in the velocity binning or inte-
gration, and partially in the averaging across clouds with
different physical conditions. It is true in the mean, but
misses the essential radiative transfer physics.r In all cases, however, the conversion laws require a
higher normalisation than implied by the standardX fac-
tor, indicating (as found with ThrUMMS) that the Milky
Way’s molecular mass budget is underestimated by a fac-
tor of ∼2 compared to the X factor approach. This result
includes suggestions that the average 12CO abundance
relative to H2 in molecular clouds is ∼3× lower than the
widely-used 10−4.r We use our new conversion law and sensitive data
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to study the differential mass distribution and kine-
matics in clouds, between the bulk of the mass in the
clumps’ interiors, and their envelopes as primarily traced
by 12CO. Pending validation of this method by numer-
ical simulations, we provisionally find that there are
slow (∼0.2 km s−1) but systematic line-of-sight velocity
shifts between these layers, suggesting mass accretion
and dispersal around the clumps (“sedimentation”) on
long timescales, 10–100 Myr.rThe spatial distribution of these mass flows appears
uncorrelated with the clumps’ emission or column den-
sity structure, when viewed clump by clump or Region
by Region. Aggregated over all the CHaMP clouds, how-
ever, the inferred mass accretion and dispersal timescales
seem almost independent of the mass surface density;
both relations have a large scatter. Over long enough
timescales, these results suggest accretion will eventually
dominate over dispersal, since the accretion accelerates
over time, while the dispersal decays over time.
In summary, we may have found the first direct evi-
dence that star formation is enabled in molecular clouds
by the slow, yet inexorable and global accumulation of
mass into cluster-scale clumps, even though this accu-
mulation can be masked by semi-random local condi-
tions due to Galactic shear, cloud turbulence, and feed-
back from the star formation process itself. If confirmed,
this picture of a grand assembly through “sedimentation”
ends when the accelerating inflow of material produces a
crescendo of star formation activity, disrupting the inflow
and revealing the newly-formed cluster.
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APPENDIX
A. CHAMP ISO-CO COMPOSITE IMAGES, LINE RATIOS, AND X-FACTORS
For each Region, we show here two 3-colour overlays of 2D projected integrals from the respective 3D line data cubes,
plus another map and three plots from the analysis of the line cube data (sometimes spread over 2 Journal pages).
The top or top-left panel is an overlay of the velocity-integrated intensity (0th moment) for 12CO (red), 13CO (green),
and C18O (blue). The second or top-right panel is a similar overlay but integrated across one spatial coordinate, so a
3-colour position-velocity diagram (either lV or V b, depending on the Region). For both of these panels, grey contours
are in N12CO at intervals of 10%–20% of the peak (see Appendix B or C for numerical scales), and labelled white
ellipses in the first panel show the clumps’ half-power sizes and orientations as measured in 12CO from Paper III.
The third panel plots, in the iso-CO ratio-ratio diagram (RRD), the distribution of voxels with high S/N data in all
three cubes, similarly to Figure 2. The curved grid lines in R18 and τ18 indicate loci of the radiative transfer solutions,
as labelled. The fourth panel plots the ratio N12CO/I12CO vs I12CO for all voxels which allow an N12CO solution,
similarly to Figure 5. This is mostly limited by a S/N threshold in the 13CO data; therefore, this panel shows more
points than the third panel. The curved black grid lines again indicate loci of the radiative transfer solutions, this
time in τ12 and Tex. The parameters labelled in red are for a power-law fit to the binned data, typically above a 10σ
I12CO noise limit (solid red and green curves); below this, the distribution of points becomes less complete and no fit is
made (dotted curves). These red and green curves respectively connect the I-bins’ mean and ±σ N12CO/I12CO values.
The fifth panel gives a map of the equivalent X factor formed from the ratio of integrals
∫
N12CO dV /
∫
I12CO dV
across the line emission in each pixel, and overlaid by the same N12CO contours and ellipses as in the first panel. Finally,
the sixth panel plots this integral X factor vs the velocity-integrated (moment-0) I12CO for each pixel, analogously to
panel four except for the integrations. In this panel, no radiative transfer grid is shown since the integration range
varies from pixel to pixel, effectively smearing the gridlines along the x axis.
The full Appendix A (87 Mb) is available at http://www.astro.ufl.edu/∼pjb/research/champ/papers/champIV-
appxA.pdf
B. CHAMP ISO-CO MAPS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES
Here we present moment maps for each Region of four derived parameters from the radiative transfer calculations:
from top to bottom, the peak optical depth in the 12CO line, peak excitation temperature, integrated 12CO column
density, and intensity-weighted mean abundance ratio R18; these are continued to a second page in some cases. The
physical maps are shown in the left column, with an estimated error map for each in the right column. Contours
(10%–20% of the peak N12CO, third row) and ellipses are the same as in Appendices A, C, and D.
The full Appendix B (160 Mb) is available at http://www.astro.ufl.edu/∼pjb/research/champ/papers/champIV-
appxB.pdf
C. CHAMP ISO-CO COLUMN DENSITY MOMENTS
We provide here a standard set of moment maps for the mass surface density Σ (∝ N12CO by Eq. 7) in each Region.
Each map in a given Region is overlaid by the same set of contours in Σ, spaced by 10%–20% of the peak for that
Region (see scale bar for values). From top to bottom on the left hand side are the integrated Σ, the Σ-weighted mean
VLSR, and velocity dispersion σV . On the right hand side we show the Σ and velocity error maps. The ellipses are the
same as in Appendix A.
The full Appendix C (97 Mb) is available at http://www.astro.ufl.edu/∼pjb/research/champ/papers/champIV-
appxC.pdf
D. CHAMP CLUMPS’ DIFFERENTIAL DYNAMICS
In these maps we illustrate the results of the differential kinematics and dynamics calculations for the clumps, as
described in the text (§6), with the same contours and ellipses as in Appendices A–C. For the momentum, differential
velocity, flux, and timescale panels, the zero-point colour is chosen (where the scale allows) to lie between between
light and dark blue, in order to give a visually intuitive impression of the sign of the mass flow. Positive values (light
blue and “warmer” colours) correspond to mass accretion, while negative values (darker blue) correspond to mass loss.
The sixth panel is a pixel-by-pixel plot of the timescale (Eq. 15) vs mass surface density (Appendix C).
The full Appendix D (99 Mb) is available at http://www.astro.ufl.edu/∼pjb/research/champ/papers/champIV-
appxD.pdf
